Use design thinking to jumpstart your Chicago adventures

**Workshop 1**
Designing Your Chicago: Start Here
Design thinking is a highly collaborative, iterative approach to creating new things that respond to real-world questions and goals. Learn how this approach can be applied throughout your College career to help you create the Chicago experience you’re looking for while a student at UChicago. *One 90-minute session; offered in weeks 1-5*

**Workshop 2**
Finding Your Chicago Way
Wayfinding is the ancient art of figuring out where you are going when you don’t actually know your destination. Studying your past experiences can help you clarify your interests and goals here (in Chicago) and now. Discover all the places those interests can take you! *One 60-minute session; offered in weeks 2-6*

**Workshop 3**
Building Your Chicago Values
What are you good at? What do you want to be better at? Your values determine where you spend your time, how you engage, what you achieve, and the legacy you leave behind...whether you think about them or not. Reflecting on them can help you make better decisions, for you and the communities in which you find yourself. *One 60-minute session; offered in weeks 3-7*

**Workshop 4**
Planning Your Chicago Odyssey
Odyssey planning starts where you are, then imagines the diversity of places your journey could take you...but it doesn’t stop there! The plan is just the beginning of your experiments in Chicago-ing. Let your curiosity guide you into a future you truly care about, one that meets your goals and gives back to the city, too. *One 90-minute session; offered in weeks 4-8*

chicagostudies.uchicago.edu/design
Pre-registration strongly encouraged. Register for one workshop, or for as many as interest you.

Chicago Studies offers curricular and co-curricular opportunities to discover, study, engage with, and positively impact the diverse communities of our world-class city.